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was similar to that published by one of the co-authors of this paper [11] .
116

Biochemical tests
117
On day 105 for the U and CU groups and on day 140 for the R and CR groups, 
166
(0.09) (U group), 1.060 g/cm 3 (0.10) (R group) and 1.059 g/cm 3 (0.10) (CR group).
167
Since inter-group differences did not attain significance (p= 0.44), the same tissue 168 density, i.e. 1.06 g/cm 3 was used for all study groups for estimating tissue 169 shrinkage.
170
The mean volume shrinkage (coefficient of variation, CV, expressed as a 171 decimal fraction of the mean) was estimated to be 3.8% (0.20) in the U group, 
193
The mean height sampling fraction (hsf) was 1/2 and the entirely hepatocyte 194 was defined as the counting unit, irrespective of its nuclei number (Fig. 1) 
207
The mean volume of hepatocytes was estimated by the planar rotator method
208
[20], which is a local and direct estimator of particle volume and uses the disector 209 as a sampling probe. In our study the planar rotator was computer assisted using 
Statistical analyses
214
The precision of a stereological estimate was expressed as a coefficient of error The stereological data were collated in form of a In this study design-based stereology was used to monitor the effects of a 309 hypoproteinic diet on the structure of mice liver and determine whether those 310 effects could be reversed by refeeding the animals with a normoproteinic diet.
311
The most startling finding of this study was just how damaging protein could also be implicated in this structural change.
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In addition, the liver volume of the renourished group is only 13% lighter than refeeding subjects with a normoproteinic diet.
454
Concluding Remarks and Future Research Directions
455
We believe this study adds to the understanding of protein malnutrition- 
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